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(GREECE v. UNITED KINGDOM) 

PRELIMINARY OBJECTION 

Analys is  o f  the Submiss ion .~  of the Parties. to define the issues before 
the C'oîirt.-Conditions proposed for the conferring of juvisdiction on  the 
Court as  Coinnzission of Arbitration : unequivocal agreement of the 
O n ~ t i r s . - ~ V o  retroartive operation of a treaty vhere no provision to this  
etfrrt and no spceial reason.-Relation between the Declaration of 
,Ju ly  161h, 1926, and the T r ~ a t y  of the same date; externa1 and interîzal 
rvidencc o f  the d l  of the  contvacting Parties ivh this  connection : same 
si,nnalovirs, rniification of the 7i1hole by each of the parties, registration 
o f  thc ~,,l~ciie rC,itll fhc  7,eague of lVations, chavacter of the L)eclaration a s  
i n t r r ~ v r t a t i 7 ~  provision.-lVo possibility of conflict between the decision 
of the Cozivt and that of the Commiss ion  of Avbitvation.-Distinction 
between claims formzilated b ~ f o r e ,  and those not formulated before a 
certain date not warranted by the terms of the Dec1avation.-Inter- 
pvetation of tveaty provisions resulting i n  certain categories of disputes 
remaining without means  O! solution : contrary desire of the Parties. 

Present : Vice- President GUERRERO, Acting President ; President 
Sir Arnold MCNAIR ; judges ALVAREZ, BASDEVANT, 
HACKWORTH, WINIARSKI, ZORIEI~, KLAESTAD, BADAWI 
PASHA, READ, HSU MO, LEVI CARNEIRO, Sir Benegal RAU, 
ARMAND-UGON ; M. SPIROPOULOS, judge ad hoc ; Registrar 
HAMBRO. 



I n  the Ambatielos case, 

between 

the United Kingdom of Great Rritain and Northem Ireland, 
represented by : 

Mr. V. J. Evans, Assistant Legal Adviser of the Foreign Office, 

as Agent, 

assisted by : 

Sir Eric Beckett, K.C.M.G., Q.C., Legal Adviçer of the Foreign 
Office, 

Rlr. D. H. K. Johnson, Assistant Legal Adviser of the Foreign 
Office, 

Mr. J. E. S. Fawcett, D.S.C., Member of the English Bar, 

as Counsel, 

and 

the Kingdom oi Greece, 
represented by : 

31. N. G. Lély, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten- 
tiary of H.M. the King of the Hellenes in the Netherlands, 

assisted by : 

The Right Honourable Sir Hartley Shawcross, Q.C., M.P., former 
Attorney-General of the United Kingdom, 

Mr. C. J. Colombes, Q.C., LL.D., llember of the English Bar, 
M. Henri Rolin, Professor of Intemational Law at Brussels 

University, former President of the Belgian Senate, 
RI. Jason Stavropoulos, Legal Adviser of the Ministry for Foreign 

Affairs, 

as Counsel, 

composed as above, 

adjudicating on the Preliminary Objection of the Government of 
the United Kingdom, 

delivers the following Jzcdgment : 
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30 JUDGMENT OF I VII 52 (AMBATIELOS CASE) 

On April gth, 1951, the Greek Minister in the Netherlands, duly 
authorized by  his Governnient, filed in the Registry an  Application 
instituting proceedings before the Court against the United King- 
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland concerning the claim 
relating to  the rights of a Greek shipowner, Nicolas Eustache 
Ambatielos, alleged to  have suffered considerable loss in conse- 
quence of a contract which he concluded in 1919 with the Govern- 
ment of the United Kingdom (represented by the Ministry of 
Shipping) for the purchase of nine steamships which were then 
under construction, and in consequence of certain adverse judicial 
decisions in the English Courts in connection therewith. 

The Hellenic Application refers to the Treaty of Commerce and 
Navigation between Greece and Great Britain, signed a t  Athens on 
November ~ o t h ,  1886, and to the Treaty of Commerce and Naviga- 
tion between the same Contracting Parties signed a t  London on 
July 16th, 1926, including the Declaration. The Application 
requests the Court : 

"To declare that it has jurisdiction : 
To adjudge and declare .... 
1. That the arbitral procedure referred to in the Final Protocol 

of the Treaty of 1886 must receive application in the present 
case ; 

2 .  That the Commission of Arbitration provided for in the said 
Protocol shall be constituted within a reasonable period, to 
be fixed by the Court". 

Pursuant t o  Article 40, paragraphs 2 and 3, of the Statute, the 
Application was iiotified to the Government of the United Kingdom 
and'to the States entitled to appear before the Court. I t  was also 
transmitted to the Secretary-General of the United Nations. 

The hlemorial ~f the Hellenic Government was filed within the 
time-limit prescribed by Order of May 18th, 1951, and later extended 
by Order of July 3oth, 1951. I t  sets out the following Submissions : 

" .... the Hellenic Government requests the Court to adjudge and 
declare : 

(1) That the United Kingdom Government is under an obliga- 
tion to agree to refer its present dispute with the Hellenic Govern- 
ment to arbitration, and to carry out the Judgment which will 
be delivered ; 

(2) that the arbitral procedure instituted by the Protocol of 
the Greco-British Treaty of Commerce and Navigation of 1886, 
or alternatively, that of the Treaty of Commerce of 1926, must 
be applied in this case ; 

(3) that any refusa1 by the United Kingdom Government to 
accept the arbitration provided for in those Treaties would con- 
stitute a denial of justice (Anglo-Iranian Oz1 Company case, 
Order of July 5th, 1951 : I.C.J. Reports, 1951, p. 89) ; 

(4) that the Hellenic Government is entitled to seise the Court 
of the rnerits of the dispute between the two Governments without 
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31 JUDGMENT OF 1 VIX 52 (AMBATIELOS CASE) 

even k ing  bound to resort beforehand to the arbitration mentioned 
unzer submissions I and 2 above ; 

( 5 )  alternatively, that the United  dom Government is 
under an obligation, as a Member of the United Nations, to conform 
to the provisions of Article 1, paragraph I, of the Charter of the 
United Nations, one of whose principal purposes is : 'to bring about 
by peaceful means, and in conformity with the princip!es of justice 
and international law, adjustment or settleinent of international 
disputes or situations', and to those of Article 36, paragraph 3, 
of the Charter, according to which 'legal disputes should, as a 
general rule, be referred by the Parties to the International Court 
of Justice'. There is no doubt that the dispute between the Hellenic 
Govemment and the United Kingdom Govemment is a legal 
dispute susceptible of adjudication by the Court." 

On February gth, 1952, within the time-!imit prescribed by Order 
of July 3oth, and later extended by Orders of November gth, 1951, 
and January r6th, 1952, the Government of the United Kingdom 
filed a Counter-Memorial in which, whilst setting out its arguments 
and submissions on the merits of the case, i t  contended that the 
Court lacked jurisdiction, expressly presenting this contention as a 
Preiiminary Objection under Article 62 of the Rules of Court. As 
regards jurisdiction, the Counter-Mernorial requests the Court t o  
adjudge and declare that it has no jurisdiction : 

" (a)  to entertain a request by the Hellenic Govemment that it 
should order the United Kingdom Government to submit 
to arbitration a claim b the Hellenic Government based 
on Article XV or any otler Article of the Treaty of 1886 ; 

or 
( b )  itself to decide on the merits of such a claim", 

and that, likewise, it has no jurisdiction : 
"(a)  to entertain a request by the Hellenic Govemment that i t  

should order the United Kingdom Govemment to submit 
to arbitration a claim by the Hellenic Government for denial 
of justice based on the general principles of international 
law or for unjust enrichment, or 

( b )  itself to decide upon the merits of such a claim." 

The filing of the Preliminary Objection having suspended pro- 
ceedings on the merits, a time-limit was prescribed by Order of 
February 14th, 1952, for the presentation by the Hellenic Govern- 
ment of a written statement of its Observations and Submissions 
on the Objection. Furthermore, the States entitled to appear before 
the Court were informed of the deposit of the Objection. 



The  Observations and  Submissions of the  Hellenic Government 
were fiied on April 4 th ,  1952. They contain the  following Siibmis- 
sions : 

" .... the Hellenic Government asks that it may please the Court 
to dismiss the Objection to the jurisdiction lodged by the British 
Government and, adjudicating upon the Submissions relating to 
the competence of the Court, formulated in the Application insti- 
tuting proceedings and hereinafter clarified : 
1. i n  the first place, to hold that the United Kingdom Government 

is bound to accept the submission to the International Court 
of Justice, Sitting as an arbitral tribunal, of tlie dispute now 
existing between that Government and the Hellenic Govern- 
ment, and accordingly to fix time-limits for the filing by the 
Parties of the Keply and the Rejoinder dealing with the merits 
of the dispute ; 

2.  alternatively, to authorize the British Government to notify 
to the Greek Government, within the time-limit of one month, 
its preference, if any, for the submission of the dispute to the 
decision of a Commission of Arbitration as provided for in the 
Protocol of 1886, it being understood that in the event of a 
failure by the British Government to exercise this option within 
the time-limit laid down, the proceedings on the merits will 
bc resumed before the Court, the President of which, upon the 
Application of the Hellenic Government, shall fix time-limits 
for tlie filing of the Keply and the Rejoinder ; 

3. iîz the further alternative, to direct the Parties to put into execu- 
tion the procedure for a Commission of hrbitration as provided 
for by the Protocol of 1886 ; 

4. in the final alternative, if the Court should hold that it cannot 
decide as to its competence witliout further information as to 
the merits, by application of Article 62 of the Rules, to join 
the Objection to the merits." 

After the  deposit of the Hellenic Government's Observations 
and Submissions, the  case was ready for hearing, in so far as  t h e  
Preliminary Objection was concerned. As the Court included upon 
the  Bench a judge of the  nationality of one of the  Parties, t h e  
other Party-the Hellenic Government-availed itself of the  
right conferred on i t  by  Article 31, paragraph 2,  of the  Statute  
of the Court and  appointed Professor Jean Spiropoulos to  sit  
a s  judge ad hoc. As the  President of the  Court was the  national 
of one of t h e  Parties, he transferred the  Presidency for the  present 
case t o  the  Vice-President, in accordance with Article 13, para- 
graph 1, of the  Rules of Court. Public hearings were held on 
May 15th, 16th and  17th, in  the  course of which the  Court heard 
Sir  Eric Beckett, Counsel, on behalf of the  Government of the  
United Kingdom ; and M. Lély, Agent, Sir Hartley Shawcross and  
M. Henri Rolin, Counsel, on behalf of the  Hellenic Government. 



I n  the course of the argument before the Court, the following 
Submissions were presented : 

On behalf of the United Kingdom Government : 

"The formal conclusion of the United Kingdom is that the 
International Court of Justice has no jurisdiction to deal with 
the claim brought against the Govemment of the United Kingdom 
by the Hellenic Govemment in respect of the treatment of 
M. Ambatielos." 

On behalf of the Helienic Govemment : 
"In the light of the Submissions of the Parties : 
Having regard to Article 29 of the Treaty of Commerce between 

the United Kingdom and Greece, signed in London on July 16th, 
1926, and, in so far as it may be necessary, to the Declaration of 
the same date, 

May it please the Court : to record a finding for the Hellenic 
Government : 
I. that the complaints formulated by that Govemen t  in its 

Memorial, relating to the breach of the contract of sale of the 
ships, to the unjust enrichment, to the non-production at  the 
trial of certain documents of which M. Ambatielos was unaware 
and to the improper administration of justice (denial of justice 
stricto sensu), ail have, in the opinion of that Government, a 
legal foundation in Articles 1, X, XV, paragraph 3, of the Treaty 
of Commerce and Navigation of November ~ o t h ,  1886, and 
likewise in Articles 1, 3 and 4 of the Treaty of July 16th, 1926, 
which are in identical or equivalent terms to the first two provi- 
sions referred to above ; 

2. that the British Government has, through its Counsel, Sir Eric 
Beckett, expressed its wiilingness that the Court should under- 
take the function of arbitration in the event of its holding that 
it has jurisdiction to decide the question whether the Greek 
claim should be subrnitted to arbitration, as provided for by 
the Protocol annexed to the Treaty of 1886, and in the event 
of the Court's giving an a5rmative decision on this question. 
This having been done, for the reasons indicated in the Hellenic 

Observations and enlarged upon by Counsel ; 
to  hold that it has jurisdiction to deal with the ments of the 

Helienic claim, and accordingly to fix time-lirnits for the filing by 
the Parties of the Reply and the Rejoinder on the merits ; 

in the alternative, if the Court should hold that it cannot reach 
a decision as to its jurisdiction without going into the merits, by 
application of Article 62 of its Rules, to join the Objection to the 
merits." 
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The  Treaty provisions herein before mentioned are  a s  follows : 

Treaty of Commerce a n d  Navigation of November ~ o t h ,  1886 

"Article I 

There shall be between the dominions and possessions of the 
two High Contracting Parties reciprocal freedom of commerce 
and navigation. The subjects of each of the two Parties shall have 
liberty freely to come, with their ships and cargoes, to al1 places, 
ports and rivers in the dominions and possessions of the other 
to  which native subjects generally are or may be permitted t o  
come, and shall enjoy respectively the same. rights, privileges, 
liberties, favours, immunities and exemptions in ,matters of com- 
merce and navigation which are or may b e  enjoyed by native 
subjects without having to pay any tax or impost greater than 
those paid by the same, and they shall be subject to the laws and 
regulations in force. 

Article X 

The Contracting Parties agree that, in al1 matters relating t o  
commerce and navigation, any privilege, favour, or immunity 
whatever which either Contracting Party has actually granted 
or may hereafter grant to the subjects or citizens of any other 
State shall be extended immediately and unconditionally to the  
subjects or citizens of the other Contracting Party ; it being their 
intention that the trade and navigation of each country shall be  
placed, in al1 respects, by the other on the footing of the most- 
favoured nation. 

Article XV 

The dwellings, manufactories, warehouses and shops of the  
subjects of each of the Contracting Parties in the dominions and 
possessions of the other, and al1 premises appertaining thereto 
destined for purposes of residence or commerce shall be respected. 

I t  shall not be allowable to proceed to make a search of, o r  
a domiciliary visit to, such dwellings and premises, or to examine 
and inspect books, papers, or accounts, except under the con- 
ditions and with the form prescribed by the laws for subjects of 
the country. 

The subjects of each of the two Contracting Parties in the  
dominions and possessions of the other shall have free access to  
the Courts of Justice for the prosecution and defence of their 
rights, without other conditions, restrictions, or taxes beyond 
those imposed on native subjects, and shall, like them, be a t  liberty 
to employ, in al1 causes, their advocates, attorneys or agents, from 
among the perçons admitted to the exercise of those professions 
according to the laws of the country." 

Protocol of November ~ o t h ,  1886 

"At the moment of proceeding this day to the signature of 
the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation between Great Britain 
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and Greece, the Plenipotentiaries of the two High Contracting 
Parties have declared as follows : 

Any controversies which may arise respecting the interpretation 
or the execution of the present Treaty, or the consequences of 
any violation thereof, shall be submitted, when the means of 
settling them directly by amicable agreement are exhausted, to 
the decision of Commissions of Arbitration, and the result of such 
arbitration shall be binding upon both Governments. 

The members of such Commissions shall be selected by the two 
Governments by common consent, failing which each of the Parties 
shall nominate an Arbitrator, or an equal number of Arbitrators, 
and the Arbitrators thus appointed shall select an Umpire. 

The procedure of the Arbitration shall in each case be determined 
by the Contracting Parties, failing which the Commission of Arbi- 
tration shall be itself entitled to determine it beforehand. 

The undersigned Plenipotentiaries have agreed that this Protocol 
shall be submitted to the two High Contracting Parties a t  the 
same time as the Treaty, and that when the Treaty is ratified, 
the agreements contained in the Protocol shall also equaiiy be 
considered as approved, without the necessity of a further forma1 
ratification." 

Treaty of Commerce and Navigation of July 16th, 1926 

"Article I 

There shall be between the terntories of the two Contracting 
Parties reciprocal freedom of commerce and navigation. 

The subjects or citizens of each of the two Contracting Parties 
shall have liberty freely to come, with their ships and cargoes, 
to al1 places and ports in the territories of the other to which 
subjects or citizens of that Contracting Party are, or may be, 
permitted to come, and shall enjoy the same rights, privileges, 
liberties, favours, immunities and exemptions in matters of 
commerce and navigation as are, or may be, enjoyed by subjects 
or citizens of that Contracting Party. 

Article 3 

The subjects or citizens of each of the two Contracting Parties 
in the temtories of the other shall enjoy, in respect of their persons, 
their property, rights and interest, and in respect of their com- 
merce, industry, profession, occupation, or any other matter, in 
every way the same treatment and legal protection as the subjects 
or citizens of that Party or of the most-favoured foreign country, 
in as far as taxes, rates, customs, imposts, fees which are sub- 
stantially taxes, and other similar charges are concerned. 

Article q 

The two Contracting Parties agree that in al1 matters relating 
to commerce, navigation and industry and the exercise of profes- 
sions or occupations, any privileges, favour or immunity which 
either of the two Contracting Parties has actually granted, or may 



hereafter grant, to the ships and subjects or citizens of any other 
foreign country shall be extended, simultaneously and uncondition- 
ally, without request and without compensation, to the ships and 
subjects or citizens of the other, it being their intention that the  
commerce, navigation and industry of each of the two Contracting 
Parties shall be placed in al1 respects on the footing of the most- 
favoured nation. 

Article 29 

The two Contracting Parties agree in principle that any dispute 
that may arise between them as to the proper interpretation o r  
application of any of the provisions of the present Treaty shall, 
a t  the request of either Party, be referred to arbitration. 

The court of arbitration to which disputes shall be referred 
shall 6 e  the Permanent Court of International Justice at  The 
Hague, unless in any particular case the two Contracting Parties 
agree otherwise." 

neclaration of July 16th, 1926 

"It is well understood that the Treaty of Commerce and Navi- 
gation between Great Britain and Greece of to-day's date does not 
prejudice claims on behalf of pnvate persons based on the provi- 
sions of the Anglo-Greek Commercial Treaty of 1886, and that  
any differences which may anse between Our two Govemments 
as to the validity of such clairns shall, a t  the request of either 
Government, be referred to arbitration in accordance with the 
provisions of thc Protocol of November ~ o t h ,  1886, annexed to. 
the said Treaty." 

The Agents of the Parties have informed the Court that the com- 
mercial relations between the United Kingdom and Greece were 
regulated in accordance with the provisions of the Treaty of 1886 
until the Treaty of 1926 came into force. 

Although the Treaty of 1886 was denounced by  Greece in 
1919 and 1924, nevertheless, by successive agreements and 
exchanges of notes, i t  was continued in force from time to  time ; 
in the final exchange of notes, i t  was agreed that  the provisional 
modus vivendi by which the Treaty was continued until August p s t ,  
1926, would lapse on the date on which the Treaty of 1926 came 
into force. 

I t  is necesçary for the Court a t  the outset t o  review briefly 
the Submissions of the Parties a s  they were developed during the 
proceedings. 

In the Application of the Hellenic Government there were three 
requests, the first of which was that  the Coiirt should declare that  it 
had jurisdiction; the second that  the Court shoulddeclare and adjudge 
that  the arbitral procedure referred to  in the Final Protocol of the 
Treaty of 1886 must receive application in the present case; and the 
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third related to the constitution of the Arbitration Commission. In 
the Memorial which followed the Application, the request, infer d ia ,  
was that the Court should declare and adjudge that the arbitral 
procedure aforesaid should receive application, which implies a 
previous decision that the Court had jurisdiction so to do. In  the 
Hellenic Government's Observations and Submissions on the United 
Kingdom Government's Counter-Memorial, the Court was asked to 
dismiss the United Kingdom Government's Objection to the juris- 
diction, and, adjudicating upon the competence of the Court as 
requested in the Application, to direct the Parties to put into exe- 
cution the procedure for a Commission of Arbitration as provided 
for by the Protocol of 1886 (this latter Submission being an alter- 
native to the Submission asking the Court to  hold that the 
United Kingdom Government is bound to  accept the submis- 
sion of the difference to this Court acting as an arbitral tribunal). 
Finally, at the conclusion of the oral arguments, the Hellenic 
Government , after reciting inter alia that the United Kingdom 
Government had, through its Counsel, expressed its willingness that 
the Court should undertake the function of arbitration upon certain 
conditions, asked that the Court should hold that i t  had jurisdiction 
to  deal with the merits, or, in the alternative, that i t  should join the 
Objection to the merits. These conditions, as stated by the Hellenic 
Government in its final Submissions, were, first, that the Court 
should hold that it had jurisdiction to decide the question whether 
the claim should be submitted to arbitration under the Protocol 
of 1886, and secondly, that the Court should actually decide this 
question in the affirmative. 

The United Kingdom Government's final Submission is that the 
Court "has no jurisdiction to deal with the claim brought against the 
Government of the United Kingdom by the Hellenic Government 
in respect of the treatment of M. Ambatielos". The Submissions in 
the Counter-Memorial of the United Kingdom were more 
detailed. So far as they related to jurisdiction, with which alone 
the Court is now concerned, they were : 

(i) That for certain reasons the Court has no jurisdiction 
"(a) to entertain a request by the Heiienic Government that 

it should order the United Kingdom Government to 
submit to arbitration a claim by the Hellenic Govern- 
ment based on Article XV or any other article of the 
Treaty of 1886, or, 

(b) itself to decide on the merits of such a claim." 

(ii) That for certain reasons, the Court has no jurisdiction 
"(a) to entertain a request by the Hellenic Government that 

it should order the United Kingdom Government to 
submit to arbitration a claim by the Hellenic Govern- 
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ment for denial of justice based on the general principles 
of international law or for unjust enrichment, or 

(b) itself to decide upon the merits of such a claim." 

The brief but comprehensive final Submission obviously includes 
the jurisdictional objections more particularly set out in the 
Counter-Memorial. 

I t  is evident from the above surrimary that, apart from the 
jurisdiction of the Court on the merits; the question of its juris- 
diction to decide upon the obligation to submit the difference to  
arbitration is implicit in the final Submissions of both Parties. 

The Hellenic Government's final Submissions refer to an offer of 
the United Kingdom Govemment (through its Counsel), upon 
certain conditions, that the Court itself should undertake the. func- 
tion of arbitration. I t  is true that the United Kingdom Govemment 
has made some such offer, but the conditions attached to i t  are not 
very clear. In paragraph I I I  of the Submissions a t  the end of the 
Counter-Memorial, the United Kingdom Government stated that if, 
contrary to its contentions, the Court should hold that i t  had 
"jurisdiction to order arbitration of a claim by the Hellenic Govem- 
ment based on the Treaty of 1886 and that the Hellenic Government 
is not precluded by lapse of time from submitting any such claim", 
then the Court should substitute itself for the Commission of 
Arbitration under the Protocol of 1886 and itself decide al1 relevant 
issues. This condition does not appear to involve the necessity of 
exarnining whether the Ambatielos claim is in truth based on the 
Treaty of 1886. I t  implies that the United Kingdom Government's 
contention is that the Court has no jurisdiction even where a claim is 
based on the Treaty. But, during the oral arguments, Counsel said 
a t  one stage that the Court would have jurisdiction to decide whether 
the United Kingdom had committed a breach of the Declaration of 
1926 in regard to the Ambatielos claim if (1) the Declaration was a 
provision of the Treaty of 1926 and (2) the Helleiiic Government's 
claim in respect of M. Ambatielos was both a claim based on the 
Treaty of 1886 and a claim which that Declaration covers. A little 
later Counsel said : 

"Before 1 go further, 1 wish to repeat what we have said in 
the Counter-Mernorial, that if, contrary to our contentions, the 
Court should hold (1) that the Declaration is a provision of the 
Treaty of 1926, and as such is covered by Article 29, and ( 2 )  that 
the claim in this case is a claim to which the Declaration applies, 
and (3) that the claim is one which the United Kingdom is legally 
obliged to arbitrate, then the United Kingdom is, at any rate to 
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this extent, in accord with its opponents, that it will, in that 
event, agree that this Court should itself replace the arbitral 
tribunal provided for in the 1886 Treaty, and should deal with 
the merits of the case in the same manner and to the same extent 
that the arbitral tribunal would have had to deal with them if 
it had been constituted." 

These conditions seem to go beyond those in the Counter- 
Memorial ; for they require, in effect, that the Court should not only 
find in favour of jurisdiction but should also actually decide 
that the Ambatielos claim is in fact a claim based on the Treaty 
of 1886 and that the United Kingdom is legally obliged to submit 
i t  to arbitration. This discrepancy throws some doubt on the 
existence of any unequivocal agreement between the Parties upon 
this matter. The Court has, however, no doubt that in the absence 
of a clear agreement between the Parties in this respect, the Court 
has no jurisdiction to go into al1 the merits of the present case as a 
commission of arbitration could do. 

As regards the reference in the Counter-Memorial to the Heiienic 
Govemment being precluded by lapse of time froni submitting the 
present claim, the Court holds that this is a point to be considered 
with the merits and not a t  the present stage. 

The Court can now proceed to deal with the various arguments 
put forward by the United Kingdom Govemment in support of its 
Preliminary Objection to the Court's jurisdiction. Seven main points 
have been raised, the first two of which are : 

"(1) The jurisdiction of the Court, if it exists at all, must be 
derived from Article 29 of the Treaty of 1926. 

(2) Article 29 of the Treaty of 1926 only confers jurisdiction on 
the Court to deal with disputes relatin to the interpretation 
or application of the provisions of the % reaty of 1926 itself." 

Greece has not accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court 
under Article 36 (2) of its Statute and therefore can invoke the 
jurisdiction of the Court only under Article 36 (I), by virtue of a 
special agreement or the provisions of a treaty. The Hellenic 
Govemment relies, in the present case, on Article 29 of the Treaty 
of 1926, read in the light of Article 37 of the Statute of the Court, 
which in effect provides that al1 references in treaties to the 
Permanent Court of International Justice must now be construed 
as references to the International Court of Justice. Article 29 of 
the Treaty of 1926 between Great Britain and Greece is in the 
following terms : 

"The two Contracting Parties agree in principle that any dispute 
that may arise between them a s  to the proper interpretation or 
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application of any of the provisions of the present Treaty s h d ,  at  
the request of either Party, be referred to arbitration. 

The court of arbitration to which disputes shall be referred shall 
be the Permanent Court of International Justice at The Hague, 
unless in any particular case the two Contracting Parties agree 
otherwise." 

I t  follows, therefore, that any dispute as to  the interpretation or 
application of any of the provisions of the Treaty of 1926 is refer- 
able by either Party to this Court. 

The third and fourth points raised on behali of the United King- 
dom Government are that : 

"(3) The Treaty of 1926 only came into force in July 1926, and 
none of its provisions are applicable to events which took 
pIace or acts which were comrnitted before that date. This 
is so whether or not the 1886 Treaty, which the Treaty of 
1926 replaced, contained provisions similar to those of the 
Treaty of 1926. 

(4) The acts on which the Greek Government's claim is based 
took place in 1922 and 1923, and therefore the provisions of 
the Treaty of 1926 are not applicable to them." 

These points raise the question of the retroactive operation of the 
Treaty of 1926 and are intended to meet what was described dunng 
the hearings as "the similar clauses theory", advanced on behalf of 
the Hellenic Govemment. The theory is that where in the 1926 
Treaty there are substantive provisions similar to substantive 
pro\~isions of the 1886 Treaty, then under Article 29 of the 1926 
Treaty this Court can adjudicate upon the validity of a claim 
based on an alleged breach of any of these similar provisions, even 
if the alleged breach took place wholly before the new treaty came 
into force. The Court rannot accept this theory for the foliowing 
reasons : 

(i) To accept this theory would mean giving retroactive effect t o  
Article 29 of the Treaty of 1926, whereas Article 32 of this Treaty 
states that the Treaty, which must mean ail the provisions of the 
Treaty, shall come into force immediately upon ratification. Such a 
conclusion might have been rebutted if there had been any speciai 
clause or any special object necessitating retroactive interpretation. 
There is no such cIause or object in the present case. It is therefore 
impossible to hold that any of its provisions must be deemed to 
have been in force earlier. 

I t  Ras contended on behalf of the Hellenic Govemment that the 
arbitral procedure stipulated in Article 29 of the Treaty of 1926 
differed from that in the Protocol of 1886 orJy in respect of the 
tribunal provided for arbitration : under the Treaty of 1926 the 
arbitral tribunal was to be the Permanent Court of International 
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Justice, while under the Protocol of 1886 the tribunal was to  be an 
ad hoc commission of arbitration. This, it was argued, was a proce- 
dura1 variation and in matters of procedure, a t  l e s t  in English law, 
the presumption as to  procedural statutes is in favour of retroactive 
application. Now, whatever may be the position in national law in 
various countries of the world-a matter which the Court has 
not thought it necessary to investigate-and without examining 
whether questions of procedure cover questions of jurisdiction, the 
Court observes that, in any event, the language of Article 32 of 
the Treaty of 1926 precludes any retroactive effect being given to  
selected provisions of that Treaty. 

(ii) Accompanying the Treaty of 1926-whether as a part thereof 
or not is a question which wiii be dealt with later-was a Declara- 
tion which provided, in effect, that any differences which might 
arise as to the validity of claims based on the Treaty of 1886 should 
be referred, at the request of either Government, to arbitration 
under the Protocol annexed to the Treaty of 1886. That was the 
understanding between the Parties. The language of the Decla- 
ration makes no distinction between claims based on one class of 
provisions of the 1886 Treaty and those based on another class ; 
they are al1 placed on the same footing and differences relating t o  
their validity are referable to arbitration under the Protocol of 1886. 
To argue that differences relating to claims based on those of the 
provisions of the earlier Treaty, which were similar to provisions of 
the later Treaty, were intended to be referred to arbitration in 
accordancc with Article 29 of the later Treaty, while differences 
relating to other claims based on the earlier Treaty were meant t o  
be arbitrated under the Protocol of the earlier Treaty, introduces a 
distinction for which the Court sees no justification in the plain 
language of the Declaration. 

The fifth poirit raised on behalf of the United Kingdom Govern- 
ment is that : 

"The Declaration which was signed at the same time as the Treaty 
of 1926 was not a part of that Treaty and the provisions of that 
Declaration are not provisions of that Treaty within the meaning of 
Article 29." 

Both Parties agree that this is the most important issue in the 
case. In  support of the contention that the Declaration is not a 
part of the Treaty, it is said that the Declaration was signed 
separately from the Treaty proper, though by the same signatories 
and on the same day. I t  is also pointed out that the Declaration 
refers to the Treaty not as "this Treaty" or "the present TreatyM- 
which would have been the proper mode of reference if the Declara- 
tion had been regarded as part of the Treaty-but as "the Treaty 
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.... of to-day's date", thereby indicating that the Treaty had 
already becn completed and signed. hloreover, it is urged, the 
Ilrclaration does not Say that it is to be regarded as a part of the 
Treaty, prescnting iri this respect a marked contrast to one of the 
Declarations annexed to  the Greco-Italian Commercial Treaty of 
Sovember q t h ,  1926, which is followed by two Declarations, one 
expressed to be an integral part of the Treaty and the other not so 
expressed, the latter being almost identical in form and purpose 
with the 1926 Anglo-Greek Declaration with which the Court is now 
concerned. 

On the other hancl, it is to be noted that the Plenipotentiaries 
incliided the Treaty and the Customs Schedule (which is unques- 
tionably a part of the Treaty) and the Declaration in a single docu- 
ment of 44 pages, the Declaration being on page 44. Again, shortly 
after the cxchange of ratifications, the Govemment of the United 
Kingdom issued Treaty Series No. 2 (1927), a single document 
entitlrd "Treaty of Commerce and Navigation between the United 
Kingdom and Greece and accompanying Declaration", and pre- 
sented it to Parliament. Furthermore, the British Foreign Office and 
the Chargé d'Affaires of the Hellenic Republic at Berne commun- 
icated official texts to the League of Nations a t  Geneva for registra- 
tion, which led to their inclusion in the League of Kations Treaty 
Series under a single number, a s  "No. 1425. Treaty of Commerce 
and Navigation between the United Kingdom and Greece and 
accompan7ing Declaration signed a t  London, July 16th, 1926." 

Cogent evidence as to what both Parties intended is furnished by 
the instruments of ratification exchanged between the United King- 
dom and Greece. The instrument of ratification by Greece was in 
the foiiowing terms : "We declare that the Treaty of Commerce and 
Navigation having been signed in London on the 16th July of this 
year between Greece and Great Britain with annexed Customs 
Schedule and Declaration, the texts of which follow : [Here follow 
the Greek and English texts of the Treaty, Schedule and Decla- 
ration.] We accept, approve and ratify the Treaty, the Customs 
Schedule and the Declaration in al1 their provisions, promising t o  
faithfiilly observe and not to violate the same, or to permit their 
violation by any other person whatsoever", etc. 

Thus, this instrument made no distinction between the Treaty, 
on the one hand, and the Customs Schedule.which is indisputably a 
part of the Treaty, and the Declaration annexed to the Treaty, on 
the other. I t  is clear, therefore, that Greece treated the Declaration 
as a part of the Treaty. 
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The United Kingdom's instrument of ratification is even more 
explicit. I t  reads: "GEORGE, by the Grace of God .... greeting. 
Whereas a Treaty between Us and Our good friend the President 
of the Hellenic Republic, relative to commerce and navigation, 
was concluded and signed at London on the sixteenth day of 
July in the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
twenty-six by the Plenipotentiaries of L-s and of Our said good 
friend duly and respectively authorized for that purpose, which 
Treaty is, word for ivord, as folloivs : Pere follow the English 
and Greek texts of the Treaty, Schedule and Declaration.] 

"We, having seen and considered the Treaty aforesaid, have 
approved, accepted and confirmed the same in ail and every one 
of its articles and clauses", etc. 

From the wordç "which Treaty is, word for word, as follows" 
and the text that follows the words, it is clear that the Cnited 
Kingdom also regarded the Declaration, as well as the Customs 
Schedule, as included in the Treaty. The ratification of a treaty 
which provides for ratification, as does the Treaty of 1926, is an 
indispensable condition for bringmg it into operation. I t  is not, 
therefore, a mere forma1 act, but an act of vital importance. When 
the Government of the United Kingdom speaks of the Treaty in 
its own instrument of ratification, as being "word for word as 
follows" and includes the Declaration in the text that follows, 
i t  is not possible for the Court to hold that the Declaration is not 
included in the Treaty. 

The nature of the Declaration also points to the same con- 
clusion. I t  records an understanding amved a t  by the Parties 
before the Treaty of 1926 was signed as to what the Treaty, or as 
Counsel for the Govemment of the United Kingdom preferred to 
put it, the replacement of the Treaty of 1886 by the Treaty of 
1926, would not prejudice. This is clear from the opening words 
"It is well understood that the Treaty .... of to-day's date, does 
not prejudice claims on behalf of private persons based on the 
provisions of the Anglo-Greek Commercial Treaty of 1886." From 
the series of instruments which from time to time continued the 
Treaty of 1886 in force after its initial denunciation by Greece, 
it is evident that ultimately it was the coming into force of the 
Treaty of 1926 that finally terminated the operation of the Treaty 
of 1886. But for the Declaration, Article 32 of the Treaty of 
1926, which brought that Treaty into force upon ratification, 
might, in the absence of any saving clause, have been regarded 
as putting the Treaty into full operation so as completely to wipe 
out the Treaty of 1886 and al1 its provisions, including its remedial 
provisions, and any claims based thereon. Indeed, the United 
Kingdom Government, before proceeding to the signature of the 
Treaty of 1926, asked for an assurance that the Hellenic Govem- 
ment would not regard "the conclusion of the Treaty" as preju- 
dicing certain claims of British subjects based on the older Treaty. 
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The intention of the Declaration was to prevent the new Treaty 
from being interpreted as coming into fuli force in this sweeping 
manner and thus prejudicing claims based on the older Treaty or 
the remedies provided for them. I t  follows that, for the proper 
interpretation or application of the provisions of the Treaty of 
1926, some siich words as "Save as provided in the Declaration 
annexed to this Treaty" have to be read into Article 32 before 
the words "It shali come into force". Thus, the provisions of the 
Declaration are in the nature of an interpretation clause, and, 
as such, should be regarded as an integral part of the Treaty, 
even if this was not stated in terms. 

For these reasons, the Court holds that either expressly (by 
virtue of the United Kingdom's own instrument of ratification) 
or by necessary implication (from the very nature of the Declar- 
ation) the provisions of the Declaration are provisions of the 
Treaty within the meaning of Article 29. Consequently, this Court 
has jurisdiction to decide any dispute as to the interpretation or 
application of the Declaration and, in a proper case, to adjudge 
that there should be a reference to a Commission of Arbitration. 
Any differences as to the validity of the claims involved will, how- 
ever, have to be arbitrated, as provided in the Declaration itself, 
by the Commission. 

I t  may seem at  first sight that there is here a possibility of a 
conflict between a decision of the Court finding that there is an 
obligation to submit a difference to a Commission of Arbitration 
and an eventual decision by the Commission. There is in reality 
no such possibility. 

The Court would decide whether there is a differerLce between 
the Parties within the meaning of the Declaration of 1926. Should 
the Court find that there is such a difference, the Commission 
of Arbitration would decide on the merits of the difference. 

It may be contended that because a special provision overrides 
a general provision, the Declaration should ovemde Article 29 
of the Treaty of 1926 and, as it lays down a special arbitral 
procedure, it excludes the jurisdiction of the Court under Article 29. 
While it is true that the Declaration excludes the Court from 
functioning as the Commission of Arbitration, it is equally true 
that it lies with the Court to decide precisely whether there 
should he a reference to a Commission of Arhitration. 

The sixth argument of the United Kingdom Government is that : 

"The claim wliich the Greek Governrnent is rnaking on behalf 
of 31. .4rnbaticlos in so far as it is bnscd on any provision of the 
Trc;ity of 1S130, is not a claim covc,red by the Dcclaration of 1926, 
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For these reasons, 

adjudicating on the Preliminary Objection fded by the Gov- 
ernment of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland to the Application of the Royal Hellenic Government, 

by thirteen votes to two, 

finds that it is without jurisdiction to decide on the merits of 
the Ambatielos claim ; 

by ten votes to five, 

finds that i t  has jurisdiction to decide whether the United 
Kingdom is under an obligation to submit to arbitration, in accord- 
ance with the Declaration of 1926, the difference as to the validity 
of the Ambatielos claim, in so far as this claim is based on the 
Treaty of 1886 ; 

decides that the time-limits for the filing of a Reply and a 
Rejoinder shall be fixed by subsequent Order. 

Done in English and French, the English text being authoritative, 
at the Peace Palace, The Hague, this first day of July, one 
thousand nine hundred and fifty-two, in three copies, one of 
which will be placed in the archives of the Court and the others 
wiil be transniitted to the Royal Hellenic Govemment and to the 
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northem 
Ireland, respectively. 

(Signed) J. G. GUERRERO, 

Vice-President . 

(Signed) E. HAMBRO, 

Registrar. 



Judge LEVI CARNEIRO and M. SPIROPOULOS, Judge ad hoc, 
availing themselves of the right conferred on them by Article 57 
of the Statute, append to the Judgrnent of the Court statements 
of their individual opinions. 

Judge ALVAREZ declares that there are in the present case 
sufficient grounds for holding that the Court has juridiction to 
deal with the merits of the Ambatielos claim. 

The President Sir Arnold MCNAIR, Judges BASDEVANT, ZORICIC, 
KLAESTAD and Hsu Mo, availing themselves of the right conferred 
on them by Article 57 of the Statute, append to the Judgment 
statements of their dissenting opinions. 

(Initialled) J .  G .  G.  

(Initialled) E .  H. 


